Acute Epiploic Appendagitis: Report of Six Cases and Review of Literature
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Abstract

Appendagitis has always been considered as a diagnosis of exclusion. Most of the times it is diagnosed incidentally. The majority of patients present flank pain, right and/or left iliac fossa pain with few other symptoms. These findings lead usually the physician toward a surgical disease. Imaging is very important to confirm the diagnosis of appendagitis and to avoid unnecessary hospitalizations and surgeries. In this article, we present five cases of acute appendagitis that have had nearly similar symptoms at presentation and while we were suspecting more severe diseases on their admission at emergency department (ER). The five patients received only medical treatment for their conditions and were discharged home the same day to be reviewed a few weeks later and showed complete resolution of the appendagitis on follow up imaging.
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Introduction

Appendagitis is an uncommon cause of abdominal pain in previously healthy individuals especially in obese patients and patients that have lost weight. It can be mistaken by other more frequent diseases like acute appendicitis and diverticulitis. It causes acute, sharp pain with associated variety of systemic symptoms. The diagnosis is based on clinical symptoms and imaging with CT scan or Ultrasound.

Case 1: (Adult)

53-year-old man admitted to the ER for subacute left lower quadrant abdominal pain lasting since three weeks, partially relieved by paracetamol. It is mainly an isolated pain and not associated with fever except for the first few days. He weights 95 kgs in his previous medical history, he has only untreated mild hypertriaglyceridemia. He has had an abdominal CT scan with IV contrast that showed a normal urinary tract and a non specific extra-intestinal epiploic inflammatory collection just near the sigmoid colon associated with a few centimetric lymph nodes and mild peritoneal effusion; the aspect was typical of an acute appendagitis; the patient was discharged home on a symptomatic treatment composed by non steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) and omeprazole for ten days; at the follow up visit, he was completely asymptomatic and the control abdominal CT scan done three weeks after the diagnosis showed that the collection has totally disappeared.

Case 2: (Adult)

48-year-old obese male patient without a significant medical past history, presented for epigastric pain and left lower abdominal pain. He takes no medications. His symptoms started few days prior to presentation and was associated with nausea and vomiting and undocumented fever. In the ER, he was hemodynamically stable, afebrile. His ECG was normal. He was fully awake and oriented, with normal cardiac and lungs examination. His abdomen was non-distended with positive bowel sounds. There was right upper and left lower quadrant abdominal tenderness with a positive Murphy sign. His laboratory workup showed an elevated white count of 14500 with 74% neutrophils and a normal CRP value. All other findings were normal including liver and pancreatic functional tests. Cardiac enzymes were nor-
than 10. His urine analysis was normal. A CT scan of his abdomen was performed and showed sigmoid appendagitis. He was admitted for 1 day and received NSAIDS and was discharged home on NSAID treatment and his symptoms resolved completely few days later (Figure 2).

Case 4: (Adult)

22-year-old previously healthy female presented for 1 day history of left flank pain without urinary symptoms. No vomiting or diarrhea. Her last menstrual period was few days ago. She had normal vital signs and weights 55 kgs. Her physical exam showed left flank tenderness. The rest of the examination was normal. Her white count was 7200 with 67% neutrophils. Her hemoglobin level was 11.1 and the CRP is normal. She had numerous red cells and white cells in her urine analysis so a CT scan was done to rule out pyelonephritis and it showed sigmoid appendagitis only. He was discharged home on medical treatment, and she was symptoms free few days later (Figure 3).

Case 5: (Adult)

50-year old obese male without significant past medical history presented for right lower quadrant abdominal pain of acute onset. He got admitted due to high suspicion of appendicitis despite normal inflammatory biologic markers. A CT scan showed focal fat infiltration at the level of the peri-cecal region that goes with right iliac fossa appendagitis. There was no evidence of acute appendicitis. The patient was discharged home on medical treatment with complete remission few days later.

Case 6: (Adult)

58-year-old female presented for bilateral flank pain and left lower quadrant pain. She was diagnosed 2 days ago for left sigmoid appendagitis but her pain has increased in intensity and was associated this time with fever. A repeated CT scan of the abdomen showed increase in the size of the appendagitis without associated complications. To mention that the there was infiltrates surrounding both kidneys without signs of pyelonephritis. The patient was continued on nonsteroidal anti-inflam-
Discussion

Appendagitis also known as epiploic appendicitis is a self-limiting disease, with benign features that responds to medical treatment in most cases [1]. The central vein that is located in the epiploic appendage can be affected by torsion or thrombosis that will lead to infarction of the epiploic appendage. This condition is 4 times more common in males compared to females and the mean age of diagnosis is 40 [2,3]. The incidence of appendagitis is rare but not well established because in many cases it is falsely considered a diverticulitis or an appendicitis [3]. As for the location, it can arise in any colonic segment, most commonly in the rectosigmoid (57% of the cases) followed by the ileocecum (26%). The descending colon has the lowest percentage of appendagitis (2%) [4,5]. Some risk factors increase the prevalence of appendagitis with obesity being the major risk factor because obesity is associated with peritoneal wall thickening and bowel wall thickening. Epiploic appendages are situated on the outer part of colon, the part facing the peritoneum. The formed pouches are filled with fat and are covered by serosa. In each appendage, we find a small artery and vein responsible for the blood supply for a small colonic part. They also contain lymph nodes. The colon contains on average 75 appendages and as mentioned before they are most frequently located in the rectosigmoid colon. The appendages are bigger in size in patients that have excess fat and in those that lost weight very rapidly [6]. They have a protective role during peristalsis. When the appendage is long and large, especially in the case of obese patients, it becomes at risk of torsion that will cause ischemia and infarction of the part supplied by the corresponding vessels. As opposed to acute torsion that produces symptoms, the chronic torsion takes more time to develop and usually is asymptomatic. The most common initial presentation is lower abdominal pain, more on the left but can also occur on the right. The pain is usually constant and does not radiate and can be associated with abdominal distension, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and low grade fever. These associated symptoms tend to obscure the diagnosis [7]. On physical exam, the patients are hemodynamically stable as they rarely develop fever. The pain is localized to a specific area and does not produce rebound tenderness or peritoneal signs. In very few patients a mass can be detected. Laboratory studies are usually normal and no signs of inflammation [8]. As for the diagnosis, appendagitis is a diagnosis of exclusion. It’s found in patients undergoing imaging for other etiologies of lower abdominal pain. Usually it is detected by a CT scan, and when this modality is not available we can use ultrasound but it should not be included in the primary workup [9,10]. A CT scan will show a mass that is oval shaped with fat stranding next to it. It may have round shape with fat density and thickened peritoneal lining [5,10,11]. In addition a central dot that indicates vessel thrombosis [5,11]. On ultrasound it appears as a solid, noncompressible hyperechoic mass. Doppler studies will show absence of flow [12-14]. The differential diagnosis is very wide and includes all the following: Abscess, appendicitis, colon cancer or metastasis, crohn’s ileitis, ectopic pregnancy, gallbladder disease, ileitis caused by infection, diverticulitis, mesenteric adenitis, mesenteric panniculitis, ovarian torsion, ruptured or hemorrhagic ovarian cyst, bowel infarction, urachal cyst. The most common being diverticulitis and appendicitis [15]. The treatment is usually medical treatment and is supportive to decrease the duration of symptoms but does not influence the actual disease progression. It consists of non steroidal anti-inflammatory medications for 4 to 6 days and if needed acetaminophen or codeine for 4 to 7 days [5,16,17]. Antibiotics are not indicated and most of the patient are discharged home as they do not require hospitalization [18]. For patients that fail to improve on medical treatment (progression with high fever, vomiting, diarrhea) or for those that develop complications such as obstruction or abscess require surgery of the affected appendage that should be resected [19].

Conclusion

Appendagitis is a diagnosis of exclusion. All patients present with symptoms that mimic other diseases and it is important to think about it in our differential diagnosis. The best modality of diagnosis is a CT scan. The 6 cases we presented have all responded to medical treatment consisting of NSAIDS and acetaminophen and they showed complete disease remission on follow up imaging. They did not require antibiotics. Few of them required admission for other reasons.
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